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Package Introduction 

Multi functional
Touchpad Tuning hole 

Noise Cancellation
MIC

Metal Charging Port

 
Call MIC
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Large Eartip x2
Small Eartip x2

Metal Charging Spot

 Charging Indicator

 



Charging the Case

Activating Earbuds and Charging Earbuds

TWS Pairing and Connection with Cell Phone

Ÿ

Ÿ The Charging Indicator flashes while charging; and goes
off after fully charged.

Use only 5V/1A USB charger to charge this product.

Put both earbuds into the charging case to ac�vate and
charge them.( pins need to be well-contacted).
The Charging Indicator flashes while charging; and goes
off a�er fully charged.

Take both earbuds out of the case at the same �me and
they will auto power on a�er 3-5 seconds. Both earbuds 
will enter auto pairing, Search for “ Boult Audio SoulPods" 
in cellphone and tap to connect both earbuds with
cellphone. Please insert both earbuds into charging case
and repeat above steps if earbuds fail to connect.



 

3 Functions  

 Power-on 
When you open the charging case, the earbuds turns on 
automatically or manually press  2 seconds to power on.

Power-off
Put it into the charging case and shut down automa�cally
or press touch MFB for 5 seconds.
Shutdown a�er 15 minutes without connec�on.

Next/Previous song
Press the left or right earbuds for 2 seconds.

 



Pause play
Double tap left earbuds or the right earbuds.

Answering calls
Double tap left earbuds or the right earbuds while
incoming call.

Hang up the call
Double tap left earbuds or the right earbuds while on call.

Decline a call
Press left or right earbuds for 1 second while incoming call.

Switch between ANC Mode\Ambient Mode\Normal Mode
Triple tap the left earbuds to toggle one by one.

Voice Assistant
Triple tap the right earbuds.

Reset
Long press the charging case button for 10 seconds to
clear paring.



FAQ
 

4. How long will it turn off automatically when it isn't
connected? he earbuds will automatically turn off afterT
15 mins if it doesn't connect with bluetooth devices.

3.  Automatically Re-connect.
hen Power on, it will automatically re-connect to the last W

connected device.

2. Unsuccessful Bluetooth Pairing.
ake sure that the earbuds are turned on and in pairingM

mode, the pairingdistanceiskeptwithin1m.

5. If the left and right earbud don't sync or connect with the
phone because the headset is in re-connection mode or 
other mode, or if you can't �nd your preferred bluetooth
device, you can Long press the charging case button for 10 
seconds to clear paring.

1. The earbuds do not turn on.
Make sure your earbuds are fully charged. If not, please
charge them.



3. Do not place the device in an environment where the 
temperature is too low or too high (below 0C or above 
45C).

4. Do not use the device during thunderstorms. 
Thunderstorms can cause the device to malfunction and 
increase the risk of electric shock.

2. This product has built-in electric lithium-ion battery. It is 
forbidden to disassemble, impact, squeeze or put into �re. 
If there is serious swelling, please do not continue to use it.

*This product has been inspected and quali�ed*

1. Do not remove or modify the earbuds for any reason, 
otherwise the earbuds may malfunction or burn, 
electronic breakdown or even completely damage the 
product.

WARNING!
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